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A collection of almost forty previously published papers, in
French and English, discussing recent research on the Upper
Palaeolithic. The papers are losely chronological, discussing
the Middle to Upper Palaeolithic transition, the Final
Palaeolithic and presenting case studies from Europe, as well
as from Anatolia, the Crimea and Georgia, and relations
between areas of Europe and beyond. Abstracts in English.
Over eighty contributions from leading researchers review 2.5
million years of environmental change and human cultural
evolution in the Levant.
Early Human Behaviour in a Global Context will be of use to
students and professionals who are interested in prehistory,
Paleolithic archaeology, and paleoanthropology. Those
interested in our ancestors and their place in the natural world
will also benefit from the information presented in this book.
Chapters focus on: * the nature of archaeological evidence *
stone tool technology * subsistence practices * settlement
distributions.
This book is a study of the settlement patterns of the Middle
to Later stages of the Paleolithic period in the natural
landscapes of the Iranian Plateau. By analyzing different
environmental settings, stone artifacts, faunal remains and
finally the game behavioral movements, this book evaluates
the previous models and theories of 'site location', 'game
management' and 'Middle and Upper Paleolithic groups' land
use' that were employed for Iran. As a major result, it
demonstrates that, the ecological approach of 'structural
landscape analysis' is a strong methodology for
understanding the mechanisms behind settlement patterns,
land use and mobility strategies of early humans.
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This study analyses the social and symbolic value of the
material culture, in particular the pottery production and the
architecture, and the social structure of the local communities
of a broad area encompassing Eastern Anatolia, the South
Caucasus and North-western Iran during the last phase of the
Late Bronze Age and the Early Iron Age. This broad area is
known from the Assyrian texts as ‘Nairi lands’. The second
part of the study, furnishes a reassessment of pottery
production characteristics and theories, as well as of the
socio-economic structure and issues, tied to the sedentary
and mobile local communities of the Nairi lands. The study
brings into focus the characteristics, the extension and the
distribution of Grooved pottery, along with other pottery
typologies, by providing an accompanying online catalogue
with detailed descriptions and high-resolution images of the
pots and sherds obtained from public and private institutions
in Turkey and Armenia. Moreover, the socio-political
organisation and subsistence economy issues are addressed
in order to advance a possible reconstruction of the social
structure of the Nairi lands communities. Particular attention
is devoted to the pastoral nomad component and the role
played within the Nairi phenomenon. The study includes a
very large corpus of text images and high-resolution color
images of the pottery of the area under examination,
gathered by the author in order to offer a reliable tool and
compendium.
Archaeologies of the Middle East provides an innovative
introduction to the archaeology of this fascinating region and
a window on both its past and present. Written by some of the
top archaeologists of the Middle East: scholars from diverse
backgrounds with a wide range of interests and intellectual
approaches Coverage spans 100,000 years: from the
Paleolithic to Hellenistic times Explores the connections
between modern-day politics and the social context of
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archaeological practice and various underutilized approaches
to archaeological interpretation Designed for student use

Paleolithic Landscapes of IranBritish Archaeological
Association
This volume is a compilation of results from sessions
of the Second International Conference on the
Replacement of Neanderthals by Modern Humans,
which took place between November 30 and
December 6, 2014, in Hokkaido, Japan. Similar to
the first conference held in 2012 in Tokyo, the 2014
conference (RNMH2014) aimed to compile the
results of the latest multidisciplinary approaches
investigating the issues surrounding the replacement
of Neanderthals by modern humans. The results of
the sessions, supplemented by off-site contributions,
center on the archeology of the Middle and Upper
Paleolithic of the Levant and beyond. The first part of
this volume presents recent findings from the Levant,
while the second part focuses on the neighboring
regions, namely, the Caucasus, the Zagros, and
South Asia. The 13 chapters in this volume highlight
the distinct nature of the cultural occurrences during
the Middle and Upper Paleolithic periods of the
Levant, displaying a continuous development as well
as a combination of lithic traditions that may have
originated in different regions. This syncretism,
which is an unusual occurrence in the regions
discussed in this volume, reinforces the importance
of the Levant as a region for interpreting the RNMH
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phenomenon in West Asia.
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The romantic landscapes and exotic cultures of
Arabia have long captured the int- ests of both
academics and the general public alike. The wide
array and incredible variety of environments found
across the Arabian peninsula are truly dramatic; trocal coastal plains are found bordering up against
barren sandy deserts, high mountain plateaus are
deeply incised by ancient river courses. As the
birthplace of Islam, the recent history of the region is
well documented and thoroughly studied. However,
legendary explorers such as T.E. Lawrence, Wilfred
Thesiger, and St. John Philby discovered hints of a
much deeper past during their travels across the
subcontinent. Drawn to Arabia by the magnifcent
solitude of its vast sand seas, these intrepid
adventurers learned from the Bedouin how to
penetrate its deserts and returned with stirring
accounts of lost civilizations among the wind-swept
dunes. We now know that, prior to recorded history,
Arabia housed countless peoples living a variety of
lifestyles, including some of the world’s earliest
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pastoralists, c- munities of incipient farmers,
fshermen dubbed the “Ichthyophagi” by ancient
Greek geographers, and Paleolithic big-game
hunters who were among the frst humans to depart
their ancestral homeland in Africa. In fact, some
archaeological investigations indicate that Arabia
was inhabited by early hominins extending far back
into the Early Pleistocene, perhaps even into the
Late Pliocene.
The period c. 10,000-5000 BC witnessed
fundamental changes in the human condition with
societies across the Fertile Crescent shifting their
alignment from millennia-old practices of seasonally
mobile hunting and foraging to year-round
sedentism, plant cultivation and animal herding. The
significant role of Iran in the early stages of this
transition was recognised more than half a century
ago but has not been to the fore of academic
consciousness in recent decades. In the meantime,
investigations into Neolithic transformation have
proceeded apace in all other regions of the Fertile
Crescent and beyond. Here, 18 studies attempt to
redress that balance in re-assessing the role of Iran
in the early neolithisation of human societies. These
studies, many of them by Iranian scholars, consider
patterns of change and/or continuity across a variety
of topographical landscapes; investigate Neolithic
settlement patterns, the use of caves, animal
exploitation and environmental indicators and
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present new insights into some well-known and
some newly investigated sites. The results re-affirm
the formative role of this region in the transition to
sedentary farming.
As the study of Palaeolithic technologies moves
towards a more analytical approach, it is necessary
to determine a consistent procedural framework. The
contributions to this timely and comprehensive
volume do just that. This volume incorporates a
broad chronological and geographical range of
Palaeolithic material from the Lower to Upper
Palaeolithic. The focus of this volume is to provide
an analysis of Palaeolithic technologies from a
quantitative, empirical perspective. As new
techniques, particularly quantitative methods, for
analyzing Palaeolithic technologies gain popularity,
this work provides case studies particularly
showcasing these new techniques. Employing
diverse case studies, and utilizing multivariate
approaches, morphometrics, model-based
approaches, phylogenetics, cultural transmission
studies, and experimentation, this volume provides
insights from international contributors at the
forefront of recent methodological advances.
????????????????????????????????????,????????????
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The Holocene spans the 11,500 years since the end of
the last Ice Age and has been a period of major global
environmental change. However the rate of change has
accelerated during the last hundred years, due largely to
human impacts and this has led to a growing concern for
the future of our environmental resources. Global
Change in the Holocene demonstrates how
reconstructing the record of past environmental change
can provide us with essential knowledge about how our
environment works and presents the reader with an
informed viewpoint from which to project realistic future
scenarios. The book brings together key techniques that
are widely used in Holocene research, such as
radiocarbon dating, dendrochronology and sediment
analysis and offers a comprehensive analysis of various
archives of environmental change including instrumental
and documentary records, corals, lake sediments,
glaciers and ice cores. This reference will be an
informative and cutting-edge resource for all researchers
in the fields of climate change, environmental science,
geography, palaeoecology and archaeology.
??????????????????????????????,?????????,?????????
??,?????????????????
This volume comprises essays first presented in the
symposium Upper Paleolithic 'Transitional' Industries:
New Questions, New Methods on March 21, 2002, at the
67th annual meetings of the Society for American
Archaeology. Contents: 1) Asking New Questions and
Using New Methods to Understand the Middle-Upper
Paleolithic Transition (Julien Riel-Salvatore and Geoffrey
A. Clark); 2) Even the Notion of a "Transitional Industry"
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is a Suspect Typological Construct (Lawrence Guy
Straus); 3) On the Fate of the Neanderthals and the
Middle-Upper Paleolithic Transition in Western Europe
(Francis B. Harrold); 4) The Chatelperronian of Grotte
XVI, Cenac-et-Saint-Julien (Dordogne,
France)(Geraldine Lucas, Jean-Philippe Rigaud, Jan F.
Simek and Marie Soressi); 5) "Transitional" Industries
from Neandertals to Anatomically Modern Humans in
Continental Italy:Present State of Knowledge (Amilcare
Bietti and Fabio Negrino); 6) New Quantitative
Perspectives on the Middle-Upper Paleolithic Transition:
The View from the Northern Mediterranean (Julien RielSalvatore and C. Michael Barton); 7) The Middle/Upper
Paleolithic Interface in Croatia (Ivor Karavanic); 8)
Gulyas Archaeology: The Szeletian and the Middle to
Upper Palaeolithic Transition in Hungary and Central
Europe (Brian Adams); 9. Hafting and Technological
Innovation in the Western Eurasian Middle Paleolithic
(Michael S. Bisson); 10) Issues in the Development of
the Early Upper Paleolithic, and a "Transitional" Industry
from the Zagros Region (Deborah I. Olszewski); 11)
Putting Transition Research in a Broader Context.
(Geoffrey A. Clark).

This book provides the first analysis and synthesis of
the evidence of the earliest inhabitants of Asia
before the appearance of modern humans 100,000
years ago. Asia has received far less attention than
Africa and Europe in the search for human origins,
but is no longer considered of marginal importance.
Indeed, a global understanding of human origins
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cannot be properly understood without a detailed
consideration of the largest continent. In this study,
Robin Dennell examines a variety of sources,
including the archaeological evidence, the fossil
hominin record, and the environmental and climatic
background from Southwest, Central, South, and
Southeast Asia, as well as China. He presents an
authoritative and comprehensive framework for
investigations of Asia's oldest societies, challenges
many long-standing assumptions about its earliest
inhabitants, and places Asia centrally in the
discussions of human evolution in the past two
million years.
Exploring the history of the Persian Gulf from ancient
times until the present day, leading authorities treat
the internal history of the region and describe the
role outsiders have played there. The book focuses
on the unity and identity of Gulf society and how the
Gulf historically has been part of a cosmopolitan
Indian Ocean world.
Archaeology of Populus Monograph in Archaeology
of Mediterranean Landscapes Series. Population
trends and demographics in general are discussed
through a variety of case studies based in
Mediterranean Europe. The range of archaeological
techniques and methods of analysis includes
regional field surveys, artifact scatter analysis,
palaeoanthropology, historical and documentary
sources, and studies of cemeteries.
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Taking readers on a fascinating journey through the
7-million-year-old landscape of the human past, this
internationally renowned book provides a narrative
account of human prehistory from the earliest times
up to the earliest civilizations.Written in a jargon-free,
easily accessible style, the Eleventh Edition is
designed to show how today's diverse humanity
developed biologically and culturally over millions of
years against a background of constant climatic
change. Exploring all areas of the world evenly and
covering all periods of prehistory from human origins
to the appearance of literate civilizations, this book
highlights recent discoveries, new archaeological
methodologies, and the latest theories of human
biological and cultural evolution.For professionals
with a career or interest in anthropology,
archaeology, history, sociology, or education.
Numbers for 1958-73 include the annual reports of
the Institute for 1956/57-71/72.
This edited volume presents current archaeological
research and data from the major early Acheulean
sites in East Africa, and addresses three main areas
of focus; 1) the tempo and mode of technological
changes that led to the emergence of the Acheulean
in East Africa; 2) new approaches to lithic
collections, including lithic technology analyses; and
3) the debated coexistence of the Developed
Oldowan and the early Acheulean. The chapters are
the proceedings from the workshop titled “The
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Emergence of the Acheulean in East Africa”, held at
University of Rome “La Sapienza” on September
12–13, 2013. The aim of the workshop was to bring
together researchers currently working in this field in
East Africa, in order to define the characteristics and
the evolution of the early Acheulean. The volume
was expanded with some chapters on the preceding
Oldowan, on the African fauna and on
paleovegetation, on the Acheulean in Asia and,
eventually, on the Acheulean in Europe. The book is
addressed to the scientific community, and will be of
interest to researchers, graduate students,
archaeologists, paleontologists, and
paleoanthropologists. This volume is dedicated to
the memory of Jean Chavaillon (March 25, 1925 December 21, 2013), the leading archaeologist and
Quaternary geologist who researched with unfailing
enthusiasm the earliest human cultures and directed
from 1965 to 1995 the French Archaeological
Mission at Melka Kunture.
Subject matter consists of representational arts in the
broadest sense, architecture, sculpture, painting, and other
man-made objects with no limits as to time, place, or cultural
environment.
One of humanity's most important milestones was the
transition from hunting and gathering to food production and
permanent village life. This Neolithic Revolution first occurred
in the Near East, changing the way humans interacted with
their environment and each other, setting the stage,
ultimately, for the modern world. Based on more than thirty
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years of fieldwork, this timely volume examines the Neolithic
Revolution in the Levantine Near East and the Mediterranean
island of Cyprus. Alan H. Simmons explores recent research
regarding the emergence of Neolithic populations, using both
environmental and theoretical contexts, and incorporates
specific case studies based on his own excavations. In clear
and graceful prose, Simmons traces chronological and
regional differences within this land of immense
environmental contrasts—woodland, steppe, and desert. He
argues that the Neolithic Revolution can be seen in a variety
of economic, demographic, and social guises and that it
lacked a single common stimulus. Each chapter includes
sections on history, terminology, geographic range, specific
domesticated species, the composition of early villages and
households, and the development of social, symbolic, and
religious behavior. Most chapters include at least one case
study and conclude with a concise summary. In addition,
Simmons presents a unique chapter on the island of Cyprus,
where intriguing new research challenges assumptions about
the impact and extent of the Neolithic. The Neolithic
Revolution in the Near East conveys the diversity of our
Neolithic ancestors, providing a better understanding of the
period and the new social order that arose because of it. This
insightful volume will be especially useful to Near Eastern
scholars and to students of archaeology and the origins of
agriculture.
Michael P. Richards and Jean-Jacques Hublin The study of
hominin diets, and especially how they have (primates,
modern humans), (2) faunal and plant studies, (3) evolved
throughout time, has long been a core research archaeology
and paleoanthropology, and (4) isotopic studies. area in
archaeology and paleoanthropology, but it is also This
volume therefore presents research articles by most of
becoming an important research area in other fields such as
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these participants that are mainly based on their
presentations primatology, nutrition science, and evolutionary
medicine. at the symposium. As can hopefully be seen in the
volume, Although this is a fundamental research topic, much
of the these papers provide important reviews of the current
research research continues to be undertaken by specialists
and there in these areas, as well as often present new
research on dietary is, with some notable exceptions (e. g. ,
Stanford and Bunn, evolution. 2001; Ungar and Teaford,
2002; Ungar, 2007) relatively lit- In the section on modern
studies Hohmann provides a tle interaction with other
researchers in other fields. This is review of the diets of nonhuman primates, including an unfortunate, as recently it has
appeared that different lines interesting discussion of the role
of food-sharing amongst of evidence are causing similar
conclusions about the major these primates. Snodgrass,
Leonard, and Roberston provide issues of hominid dietary
evolution (i. e.
This is the first volume detailing the excavation of the "Cave
of the Cyclops" on the island of Youra in the North Aegean.
The cave was occupied at various times from the Mesolithic
through Roman periods. The setting and stratigraphy of the
cave and a survey of the area are discussed. The Mesolithic
and Neolithic ceramic, lithic, and small finds are organised
into catalogues. Additionally, this volume provides insight into
the means of survival and the flowering of culture on Youra
during the Mesolithic and Neolithic periods, and it presents
the connections between this outlying area and mainland
Greece.
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